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Topics
• Solution Packs that can recommend reorganizing  

a specific database 

• Initiating a reorganization job stream and tracking  
it through to completion 

• Defining a database group to be reorganized  
as a single unit 

• Reducing the amount of time and manual intervention 
required to maintain and optimize databases
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• Nick Griffin, Worldwide Sales Advisor, Information 

Management for System z®, IBM Software Group

Broadcast date:  December 17, 2013,  
11:00 a.m. EST / 4:00 p.m. GMT / 3:00 p.m. UTC        

Developed for: Application programmers and 
development managers; database administrators and 
managers; operations managers; system administrators; 
project managers

Technical level: Intermediate

There’s no question that industry-wide, DBA resources are dwindling. 
That can leave little time and few resources available for developing new 
applications, pursuing new technologies and working on projects that support 
business growth. This also increases the burden of system management and 
maintenance, as well as opening the door to unanticipated problems that may 
result in downtime and ultimately, loss of revenue. 

Teleconference
Join us for this complimentary teleconference as we discuss how IMS™ software 
is helping IT make smarter choices in the way IMS databases are managed. 
Because of tight schedules, IT has lost the luxury of constantly monitoring and 
managing the health of every database. With IMS, you can now focus more time 
and effort on higher priority items and still feel confident that databases will be 
available and performing as expected. This technologically advanced software 
also ensures that reorganizations are done in the most efficient and convenient 
way possible. IMS software can access system information to anticipate and 
react to database events automatically, before they become issues. By taking 
advantage of the expertise and capabilities it can provide, IMS administrators 
have time to identify new opportunities for making full use of the IMS systems 
in their enterprises. 

Register online right now
Register now for this teleconference by visiting  
ibm.com/software/systemz/telecon/dec17 

Join us after the teleconference for a live question-and-answer session. 
This teleconference will also be available for replay after the event.
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